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What is Verification
It’s a quality assurance process to confirm the
correctness,, or to identify the incorrectness
correctness
In day‐
day‐to
to‐‐day life
Police Verification (?)
Scrutinizing Data
Testing Products

In Professional Life
Product/Information Evaluation
Testing
Simulation/Emulation

Why Verification
Undetected Errors can cause havoc
A Soviet early‐
early‐warning system nearly brought on nuclear war in 1983,
1983,
according
di to news reports iin early
l 1999 ( the
h software
f
was supposed
d to
filter out false missile detections caused by Soviet satellites picking up
sunlight reflections off cloud
cloud‐‐tops
tops;; the filtering software code failed
failed)).
Ariane‐‐5 rocket explosion,
Ariane
explosion 1996 ( exception occurred when converting a 64
64‐‐
bit floating number to a 16
16‐‐bit integer ).
Famous Pentium bug ( multiplier table was not fully verified )
The automated baggage sorting system of a major airport in February 2008
prevented thousands of passengers from checking their baggage ( a bug
remained undetected in the latest patch even after pre
pre‐‐install testing ).

Verification Overhead
System complexity,
Difficult to manage
M
More ti
time, effort
ff t d
devoted
t d tto verification
ifi ti th
than tto d
design
i
Needs automated verification methods, integration

Why Formal Verification
Need for reliable validation
Simulation, Testing and Emulation can
explore
p
onlyy some off p
possible behaviours
Formal verification conducts exhaustive
exploration
l ti off allll possible
ibl behaviours
b h i
if correct, all behaviours are verified
if incorrect, a counter
counter‐‐example (proof) is
presented

Simulation ‐ on the model
Testing ‐ on the actual product
Emulation & Prototyping (Hardware assisted simulation)
Model checking
Equivalence checking
Th
Theorem
proving
i

Formal Technique

Alice arrives at the city in
wonderland, where the residents are
Either strictly
y liar
Or strictly truthful
truthful..

While coming back from a village, she
reaches a bifurcation where one road
goes back to the village and other
road goes to the city
Alice finds only one
resident
standing at the road‐
road‐side
She is allowed to ask only one
question with possible answer is
either ‘yes’ or ‘no’
‘no’.. Alice manages to
get the right direction
Wh
What
question
i
she
h asks
k to the
h
resident!!

A:: I ask you a question ‘Q’
Q
B:: You give the right answer ‘A’
L:: You are a liar
P:: AÆB
Bp:: P? [If
[If I ask you the question ‘Q’
will you give the answer ‘A’?]
‘A’?]
Property
Property‐
p y‐I :: L iff ((A
(AÆ
Æ~B))
Property‐‐II :: ~L iff (A
Property
(AÆ
ÆB)
L
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Time Invariant
Propositional Calculus
Predicate Calculus
First Order Predicate Calculus
Second Order Predicate Calculus
Higher Order Predicate Calculus
The "order"
order of predicate logic specifies what
entities "For all" and "Exists" may quantify over
over..
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Assumption

Elimination of Conjunction
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Assumption

Elimination of Double Negation
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Λi2,3

Introduction of Double Negation
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Æe1,4
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Æi3
i3--5
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Æi2
i2--6

Introduction of Conjunction

Modus Ponens
Modus Tollens
Introduction of Implication

Boolean SAT Solver
Axiomatic System

P∩QÆR
=>~(~P∪~Q)ÆR
( P Q)ÆR
=>~P ∪ ~Q ∪ R
=>PÆ(~Q∪ R)
=>PÆ(QÆR)

A1. AÆ(BÆA)
A2. AÆ(BÆC )Æ((AÆB)Æ(AÆC))
A3. (¬B Æ¬A) )Æ(¬BÆA)ÆB)

[AÆB≡~A ∪ B]

AÆB, A
B

Linear Time
Time as a set of paths
P h as a sequence off time‐
Path
time
i ‐iinstances
Linear‐‐Time Temporal Logic (LTL) [X,
Linear
[X, F, G, U, W, R]
R]

Branching Time
Time as a tree rooted at present and branching out to future
Explicit in non
non‐‐deterministic nature of future
Computational Tree Logic (CTL) [(
[(A,
A, E)
E)x(X, F, G, U, W, R)]
R)]
CTL* [(
[(A,
A, E)
E)x(X, F, G, U, W, R)
R)U(F, G)]
G)]
Real Time Version[(
Version[(Y,
Y, S, O, H)
H) U CTL*]
μ‐calculus[
calculus[CTL
CTL with least (μ) & greatest (ν) fixpoint operators
operators]]
Modal μ
μ‐‐calculus [μ
[μ‐calculus with modal operators]
operators]
Alternation‐‐free modal μ‐
Alternation
μ‐calculus

A group of ‘N’ children were playing and a few (‘K’) of
them get mud on their forehead
E h off them
Each
th
can see the
th foreheads
f h d off the
th restt but
b t nott
his/her own
The Father came and announced “some of you have
mud on your forehead
forehead””
The Father then asked “Can you prove that you have
mud on your forehead?
forehead?””
After “Kth” round, all the “K” no of muddy children
simultaneously
i lt
l answered
d “Yes”
“Y
“Yes”.
”.
Assume all of them are intelligent, truthful and
perspective

(Based on Knowledge)
Knowledge [Φ]
Agent's Knowledge [K
[KiΦ]
Distributed Knowledge [G
[GgΦ]
Someone
Someone'ss Knowledge [S
[SgΦ]
Everyone
Everyone'ss Knowledge [E
[EgΦ]
Common Knowledge [[C
CgΦ]

Mode of Truth []
Necessarily true
Known to be true
Believed to be true
Ought to be true
True in future
True after any execution

Hennessyy‐Milner logic
Hennessy‐
g [[L]
[L],,〈L〉]
Propositional Dynamic Logic

A Modal Logic formula ‘φ’ is defined as
φ:: ⊥|T|ρ|~φ|φ∨φ|φ∧φ|φ→φ|φ↔φ| φ|φ
φ::=⊥|T|ρ|~φ|φ∨φ|φ∧φ|φ→φ|φ↔φ|
‘ φ’ is true at any world ‘w’ if φ holds at every world ‘w_’ reachable from ‘w’.
‘φ’
φ is true if there exists an world ‘w
w_’ reachable from ‘w’
w such that φ holds at w
w_’.

The Kripke Model ‘M’ for the Modal Logic is defined as:
M::= 〈W,R,L
W,R,L〉〉 where
W::={Set of Worlds}
R ::= a relation
l ti on W (R ⊆ WxW
W
WxW)
W)
W)
L ::=Labelling function
(L:W→
(L:W
→P(Atoms))

Meaning of φÆ
Formula ↓

It is
It will
It ought to
necessarily always be be true that
true that φ true that φ
φ

Agent Q
believes
that φ

Agent Q
knows
that φ

After any
execution of
P, φ holds
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φÆ φ
T
φÆφ
φV~φ
(φÆϕ)ΛφÆ
Æϕ
ϕ
φΛϕÆ(φΛϕ)
F
Formula
l ↑
Meaning of φÆ

It is
possible
true that φ

Sometime
It is
in future φ permitted
to be true
that φ

φ is
For all
consistent
that
with Q’s agent Q
belief
knows, φ

After some
execution of
P, φ holds

N, Necessitation Axiom
Axiom::
If p is a theorem (of any system invoking N),
then p is likewise a theorem

K, Distribution Axiom
Axiom::
(p Æq) Æ

pÆ q)

T, Reflexivity Axiom
Axiom::
p Æp (If p is necessary, then p is the case
case..)

Axiom 4:
pÆ

Axiom B:
pÆ 
p
p

Axiom D:
p Æp

p

K := K + N
T := K + T
S4 := T + 4
S5 := S4 + B
D := K + D

d l checking
h ki
Model
Specify the System behaviour by appropriate formal language
Model the System by some formalism
Verify that the model conforms to the specification by
Explicit algorithms (on Graphs)
Symbolic algorithms (using BDDs)

Equivalence checking
Specify the system behaviour as digital circuit
Model the System as a digital circuit
Verify that both the circuits are equivalent

Theorem proving
Specify the required behaviour by some language
Specify the system behaviour by same language
Uses axioms,, rules of the language
g g to p
prove system’s
y
correctness
No guarantee that it will terminate
difficult, time consuming: for critical applications only

Labelled transition systems
A Kripke structure M, is a quintuple
〈SM,S0M, TM,PM, LM〉 where,
SM is the set of states
S0M ⊆ SM is the set of initial states
TM is the finite set of transitions ai ⊆SM× SM
PM is the finite set of atomic propositions p0, p1 , ..., pi
LM : SM Æ2PM is
i a labelling
l b lli function
f
i that,
h for
f every state,
returns the set of pi true in that state

Let the following program segment represent any sub‐
sub‐system.
y ;
int x=0,, y=1;
do {
x=x **2+ y;
y=y **2+ x;
} while (x!=y)
Let β≡
β≡‘x!=y’
‘x!=y’
The Kripke Model ‘M’ of the sub‐
sub‐system may be defined as:
M
= 〈S, S0,T,P,L
,T,P,L〉〉 where
S
=N×N
S0
= {(0,
{(0, 1)}
1)}
1
1
T((x, y), (x , y )) = β ⇒(x1 == x **2+ y Λ y1 == y**2+x**2 + y)
P
= {β}
L((x, y)) = if β then {β} else ;

The Method
Pre‐defined Rules for Tableau Constructions
Pre‐
Each unsatisfiable formulae has a closed tableau tree
The validity of any formula is proved by refutation
(negation is unsatisfiable
unsatisfiable))

Li it ti
Limitations
Can not reach to conclusion for satisfiable formulae
Therefore, can not be used state
Therefore
state‐‐away for model checking
(given a Model, checking for satisfiability of any formulae )
Demo

The Method
Pre‐defined Rules for Modal Tableau Constructions
Pre‐
Each unsatisfiable modal formulae has a closed
tableau tree
The validity of any modal formula can be proved by
refutation (negation is unsatisfiable
unsatisfiable))

Li i i
Limitations
Can not reach to conclusion for satisfiable modal
f
formulae
l
Therefore, can not be used directly for model checking
(given a Model,, check for
(g
f satisfiability
f
y off anyy modal
formulae )

A program is the code you type in
A process is what you get when you run it
A message of arbitrary size is used to communicate between processes
A packet is a fragment of a message that might travel on the wire
A network is the infrastructure consisting of routers connected by
communication links that interfaces with different nodes (the
computers, workstations, terminals, servers, etc)
A network application is one that uses data from servers over the
network
A distributed system is a more complex system consisting of multiple
processes distributed over network that cooperate to achieve some
definite goal
An asynchronous distributed system is a theoretical model with no
notion of time
A synchronous distributed system,
system, has perfect clocks and bounds all
events, like message passing
passing..

A protocol is an algorithm by which two or more processes cooperate
to achieve some specific goal using message exchanges
Distributed System Protocols are those algorithms used in Distributed
Systems to achieve predefined goals
Leader Election Protocol
Agreement Algorithms for Stopping Failures
Byzantine Agreement Algorithm
Properties::
Properties
Large number of participating processes
Distributed over a network of different topology
Most of the cases,, each p
process behaves identicallyy
A predefined task is there
State‐‐Forward verification by model checking is not possible due to
State
state‐‐space explosion with the number of participating processes
state

2

1

Algorithm works in rounds (initially set to
zero)
Each process P(i
P(i) knows the diam of the
network graph and maintains a record of
the maximum UID MaxUid it has seen so
far (initially its own)
At each round, each process propagates
this maximum UID on all of its out going
edges and goes for the next round
After diam rounds, if the maximum UID
seen is its own UID, then the process elects
itselff as a leader
leader;; otherwise,, it becomes a
non‐‐leader
non

3
n
4

6
5

[ i j { ((ii ≠ j) → (U(i
(U(i) ≠ U(j)) }→ i[ L(
L(ii)

j { (j ≠ i)→(U(i
)→(U(i)>U(j))

(L(ii)→
(L(
)→ F(j)) }]]
}]]

where the ppredicates are:
For i, j {0, 1, 2, ・・・ , n − 1}
L(ii) ≡ ith process is Leader
L(
F(ii) ≡ ith process is nonF(
non-Leader (Follower)

Start with negation of the property to be proved:
[ i j { (i ≠ j) → (U(
(U(ii) ≠ U(j)) }→ i[ L(
L(ii)
2 i j{(i ≠ j) → (U(i) ≠ U(j))} : w0
3 ￢ i[
 L(i)
j{(j ≠ i) → (U(i) > U(j))
4 j{(k ≠ j) → (U(k) ≠ U(j))} : w0
5 i￢[
 L(i)
j{(j ≠ i) → (U(i) > U(j))
6 ￢[
 L(k)
j{(j ≠ k) → (U(k) > U(j))

6.1.1 ￢  L(k) : w0
6.1.2 ￢ L(k) : w0
6.1.3 ￢ L(k) : succ
succ(W
(W0, w0)

6.1.4 ￢L(k) : succ(
succ(w1, succ(
succ(W0, w0))

6.2.5.1.1 ￢(U(k) > U(l)) : w0

j { (j ≠ i)→(U(i
)→(U(i)>U(j))

(L(ii)→
(L(
)→ F(j)) }]]
}]]: w0

(L(i) →  F(j))}] : w0
(L(i) →  F(j))}] : w0
(L(k) →  F(j))}] : w0

6.2.1 ￢ j{(j ≠ k) → (U(k) > U(j))
6.2.2 j￢{(j ≠ k) → (U(k) > U(j))
6 2 3 ￢{(l ≠ k) → (U(k) > U(l))
6.2.3

6.2.4 (l ≠ k) : w0

6.2.5 ￢{(U(k) > U(l))

(L(k) →  F(j))} : w0
(L(k) →  F(j))} : w0
(L(k) →  F(l))} : w0

(L(k) → 

F(l))} : w0

6.2.5.2.1 ￢{ (L(k) →  F(l))} : w0
6.2.5.2.2 ￢(L(k) →  F(l)) : succ(
succ(w2, w0)

6.2.5.2.3 L(k) : succ(
succ(w2, w0)

6 2 5 2 4 ￢  F(l) : succ
6.2.5.2.4
succ((w2, w0)
6.2.5.2.5 ￢ F(l) : succ(
succ(w2, w0)
6.2.5.2.6 ￢ F(l) : succ(W
succ(W1, succ(
succ(w2, w0))

6.2.5.2.7 ￢F(l) : succ
succ((w3, succ(W
succ(W1, succ
succ((w2, w0)))

6.1.4 ￢L(k) : succ
succ((w1, succ
succ((W0,w0))
6.2.4 (l ≠ k) : w0
6.2.5.1.1 ￢ (U(k) > U(l)) : w0
6.2.5.2.3 L(k)
( ) : succ
succ((w2, w0)
6.2.5.2.7 ￢ F(l) : succ
succ((w3, succ
succ((W1, succ
succ((w2, w0)))

U(k) > U(l)

I0

w0

W2
w2
L(k)

L(k)

L(k)

w1

w3

W1

F(l)

A Different Interpretation:
Model
‘M’ is
M d l off a System
S t
i defined
d fi d
Properties ‘P’ is specified
It is to be p
proved that ‘MÆ
‘MÆP’ is valid or not
Tableau based refutation procedure may be used

Refutation Steps:
It is to be proved by refutation that
‘~(MÆP)’ leads to contradiction
‘~(MÆ
Or , ‘(M^~P)’
(
) leads to contradiction

Construct the tableau tree starting with ‘~P’
Close each open branch of the tree by refutation
‘M’ satisfies the negation of at least one atomic proposition of
each of the open branches.
Use backward traversal for identifying a valid computation path
where the negation holds

wn

To get a counter‐
counter‐example:
Model
‘M’ is
M d l off a System
S t
i defined
d fi d
Properties ‘P’ is specified
It is to be p
proved that ‘MÆ
‘MÆ~P’ is valid or not
Tableau based refutation procedure may be used

Refutation Steps:
It is to be proved by refutation that
‘~(MÆ~P)’ leads to contradiction
‘~(MÆ
Or , ‘(M^P)’ leads to contradiction

Construct the tableau tree starting with ‘P’
Close each open branch of the tree by refutation
‘M’
M satisfies the negation of at least one atomic proposition of
each of the open branches.
Use backward traversal for identifying a valid computation path
where the negation holds

T0(i) ≡ true
t
/ rnd(i)=0,¬L(i),¬F(i),UK(i),Send(i)=Max
d(i) 0 L(i) F(i) UK(i) S d(i) M Uid(i)=U(i)
(i) U(i)
T1(i) ≡ rnd(i)≠diam / Send(i)=MaxUid(i)=Max({MaxUid(i)}U Recv(i)),rnd(i)++
T2(i) ≡ rnd(i)==diam MaxUid(i)==U(i) / L(i),¬UK(i)
T1(i)
T3(i) ≡ rnd(i) ==diam MaxUid(i) ≠ U(i) / F(i)
UK(i)
F(i),¬UK(i)
T4(i) ≡ true / null
T3(i)
T0(i)
T5(i) ≡ true / null
s0(i)
s1(i)
L(1)

S0

<s2(1), s?(2), ..., s?(n)>
<T2(1),
(1) T?(2),
(2) ..., T?(n)>

S1

<s1(1), s?(2), ..., s?(n)>
<T2(1),
( ) T1(2),
( ) ..., T?(n)>
( )

S2

<s1(1), s1(2), ..., s?(n)>

T2(i)
s2(i)

T4(i)

T5(i)
s3(i)
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